


Inclusive Recreation:
Let’s Play Together

Practical Strategies 
for Adapting both 

Outdoor and Indoor 
Activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask how many people work with children with disabilities and or have an inclusive programs. Emphasize this will be a hands on approach to including children with disabilities. Encourage them to ask for help if they struggle with moving around and let them know that “we can help figure it out”



What is The Advocacy Network on 
Disabilities?

MISSION

“The Advocacy Network on Disabilities 
champions the rights of individuals 

with intellectual, developmental, and 
other disabilities by promoting 

inclusion, providing services, and 
advancing systems change." 



Our Services
• FAMILY SUPPORT: Experienced, family-friendly staff 

help people with disabilities and their families identify 
and access services.

• ALL CHILDREN TOGETHER (ACT): An initiative of The 
Children’s Trust, project staff work with the 
organizations it funds to increase their capacity to 
provide quality, inclusive programs.

• SYSTEMS ADVOCACY: Seeking change that can help 
many people at once, staff works to change policies, 
rules or laws that determine how services are 
provided.



• Define Universal Design

• Identify the Benefits of Inclusive 
Recreation

• Make Accommodation for Children with 
Disabilities

• Develop and implement 5 inclusive 
recreational strategies

At the end of this workshop
you will be able to…



To successfully complete this training and receive a 
certificate, you must answer a minimum of

8 out of 10 questions correctly on the Learning 
Assessment at the end of today’s session.

To receive your certificate, please visit: the website where 
you registered.

We welcome you to ask as many questions as you 
want, and to fully participate in today’s activities.



ICE BREAKER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ice breaker: Remind participants that ice breaker relates to individuals who have Dyslexia. Children with Dyslexia sometimes see letters and numbers backwards and they have difficulties with reading and comprehension. Encourage participants to be mindful if they have a child in their program with the disability.



Getting to Know Me 

https://bingobaker.com/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ICEBREAKER- Provide each participant with a BINGO HANDOUT. Each participant is to go around the room asking other participants questions pertaining to the Bingo handout. For ex: “Are you allergic to peanuts? Are you a lefty? Are you an only child?” Once they find someone who is allergic to peanuts, or lefty, etc. they write down that person’s name on the Bingo handout. When they have found five in a row, they can shout out “BINGO”!Inform the participants that they can take the Bingo game idea and share it with their programs.

https://bingobaker.com/


1. A physical or mental 
condition that limits a 

person

2. A disqualification, 
restriction,

or disadvantage

DICTIONARY DEFINITIONS



Another Way to Look at It
• With supports and 

accommodations people 
with disabilities are often 
just as capable as people 
without disabilities

• Attitudes about disabilities, 
and inaccessible 
environments create 
barriers for people with 
disabilities. 



Universal Design

Universal design is the design of products and environments 
to be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, 
without the need for adaptation or specialized design. 

-Ron Mace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does this support inclusion?“to the greatest extent possible”Goal of Inclusion- Everyone belongs?Everyone participates?Equal Value



Universal Design for Learning
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What are some examples of 
Universal Design?



Universal Design Goals

COMFORT

AWARNESS

UNDERSTANDINGSOCIAL 
INTERGRATION

PERSONALIZATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COMFORT: Keeping demands within desirable limits of body function.AWARENESS: Ensuring that critical information is available and easily perceived. i.e. health promotion, avoidance of disease, and prevention of injury.UNDERSTANDING: Making methods of operation and use intuitive, clear, and unambiguous.SOCIAL INTEGRATION:  Treating all groups with dignity and respect.PERSONALIZATION: Incorporating opportunities for choice and the expression of individual preferences.



Commit to Inclusion



When planning an activity it is 
important to…

Incorporate elements of Universal Design as a 
proactive way to include children of all abilities.  



Inclusive recreation means:
• Full participation of all children in a 

program.
• Providing adaptations and supports, 

if necessary.

Inclusive Recreation



What is an Adaptation?
Changes made to the environment, curriculum, and/or 
instruction based on an individual student’s strengths 

and needs..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer to the 10 HELPFUL HINTS to ADAPTING AN ACTIVITY Handout.



Adaptations for Sports
• Walking instead of running
• Have a wide selection of balls for throwing, catching 

and kicking
• Use a T-ball stand in baseball
• Lower volleyball net and/or basketball hoop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at some examples of adaptations for sports (SLIDE)Can you think of any other examples?-allow players to use their hands-increase goal size or size of net-use bigger, brighter, softer and/or lighter balls-decrease size of field-give physical assistance-peer learning-reduce length of game



Inclusive Sports Recreation

Inclusive Sports Festival –University of Brighton



Group Activity
Sports

Let’s Play

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIVITY: (20 minutes) Break participants into groups of 6.  Set up two sides with cones in S shape. Break up into two teams. One team uses the dodge ball and the other team uses the ball with a bell inside. They first need to kick the ball through the S shape and then toss it back to the next team member waiting in line. There will be one teacher and various “students with disabilities” present in the group: participants will be provided with noise cancelling headsets (hearing impairment), blindfolds (vision impairment), paper towel tube (speech impairment), gloves (fine motor impairment), wheelchair/crutches/sling (physical impairment).Once the groups complete the activity, they will come back to create a minimum of 5 inclusive recreation strategies that they used or could have used to include children with disabilities into this activity.Plan B: Sitting volleyball as accommodation rather than participant sitting on the floor.**In case there is a participant with a visible disability (wheelchair, crutches, ect) ask their input on the physical stimulation activity.**



More Adaptations…
• Break down tasks into simple 

steps.
• Show/guide the person through the 

activity.
• Have children work with a partner 

or small groups.
• Allow for additional time.
• Reduce noise levels.
• Be creative! Think outside the box!



IMPORTANT THINGS to keep in 
mind when ADAPTING activities

• Get to know your students’ likes and dislikes (Getting to Know 
Me form)

• Use both visual and verbal cues when giving directions or rules
• Post rules and directions
• Promote cooperation instead of competition/elimination
• Allow participant to ease into the activity
• Get all participants involved!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer to the GETTING TO KNOW ME form in their packets. This form helps program staff identify each participants interests, preferences, and special needs. It also can help staff decide if a child may benefit from an accommodation. Ensure to show both YAS and YEN GTKM forms.





Task Analysis

Modeling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Task Analysis: The process of breaking a skill down into smaller, more manageable components. Provide opportunities to observe others playing the game.



Shaping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shaping- Initially engage only in those play actions (relevant to the game) that can be done independently. For example, in a game like Red Light/Green Light, your son may initially just run along with all the other players.



Prompting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prompting: After being given a few opportunities to observe others playing the game, some prompting might be required to improve existing play behavior.For example, in the Red light/Green light game, if a child does not start running when the leader says “green,” the teacher might initially say, “What should you do now?”Provide opportunities to observe others playing the game.



Positive Reinforcement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Try to use naturally occurring reinforces as much as possible. For example: Great Job,  I like the way you______, Amazing job working as a team



Scripting
Gardening
You will need:

• Flower pot
• Spoon or 

trowel
• Some soil
• 2 or 3 bulbs
• Watering 

can

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Playing games provides numerous opportunities to develop or increase communication skills such as imitating words, making comments. For example: (“This is fun,” “Your turn”), making requests (“Help”) and initiating communication (“Let’s play”).Prompt participants to perform a task analysis on a post it. (Post it will already be on table) EX: How to tie a shoe? Encourage participants to share.



Thinking outside the box!
Pool Noodle Adaptations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provide the participants (in pairs) with POOL NOODLES, plastic knives and arts & craft materials, so that they have to “Be Creative! Think outside the box”. Have them brainstorm and create an adaptation for students using a pool noodle. For example: They can be cut and sliced and put on the legs of chairs for kids to tap on them (ADHD) or slide under their feet to continuously squish/push down on themThey can be cut and sliced and a marker inserted in them for easier grasping for those with very poor fine motor skillsThey can be cut and sliced and put on things to protect them sharp edges or hard things to protect them from being hurt. They can be used as bumpers….like in bowling.
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an activity that people engage in during 
their free time.

Recreation is….



Play as Recreation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask audience for definitions of play?Follow up questions: What does play look like in your program?What does Inclusive play look like in your program?Closely related to sports, music, games, travel, reading, arts and crafts, and dance. Has some rules/actions, as in sport and games.



Inclusive Creative Performing 
Arts



Group Activity
Creative Drama

Let’s Play

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIVITY: (20 minutes) Break participants into groups of 6.  Recreate the short play of “The Three Little Pigs” by using the “PLAYS FOR EVERY DAY-THE THREE LITTLE PIGS” Handouts. There will be one teacher and various “students with disabilities” present in the group: participants will be provided with noise cancelling (hearing impairment), blindfolds (vision impairment),  paper towel tube (speech impairment), gloves (fine motor impairment), wheelchair/crutches/sling (physical impairment).Once the groups complete the activity, they will come back to create a minimum of 5 inclusive recreation strategies that they used or could have used to include children with disabilities into this activity.



Adaptations for Table Games 
• Modify the rules of the game
• Change texture or laminate the games
• Change the number of players
• Consider how success is defined

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MORE IDEAS: (provide the bolded items on the table)- Give more time- Velcro can be used to change texture- Add a Peer buddy- Praise everyone for ‘team work’ instead of winning- Place stickers on connect 4 chips- Jenga pieces can be pushed with a pen- Use Velcro to move cards/stick with a sticky- Silly putty- Usue Scrabble tray to display cards



More Table Game Adaptations

• Use larger materials

• Use markers, 
shapes and 
symbols for 
learners to 
understand the 
game, their role 
and expectations.

• Remove smaller 
text

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Educate participants on the availability of games that come in larger sizes. i.e Connect four, Jenga and Mancala. Also, encourage program staff to DIY give examples of how they can create and design makeshift games of larger sizes out of everyday materials. Ex: Taboo using larger pieces of paper to create the cards for the game Taboo.



Task Analysis
Tic Tac Toe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants will write a task analysis of tic tac toe on a sticky note and share aloud.Instructions on Task Analysis breakdown.Locate a place to draw tic tac toe boardDraw two lines going down and two across.Recognize who is “X’ and ‘O”Players alternate placing Xs and Os on the game board. Continue placing Xs and Os on the board until someone gets three in row  or all 9 squares are filled.Talking Points on how to accommodate the game:-Peer Buddy-Longer time-Visual timer-DIY



Group Activity
Table Games

Let’s Play!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIVITY: (20 minutes) Break participants into groups of 6.  Allow them to choose a table game: Jenga, Uno, Connect 4, Candyland.There will be one teacher and various “students with disabilities” present in the group: participants will be provided with noise cancelling (hearing impairment), blindfolds (vision impairment), paper towel tube (speech impairment), gloves (fine motor impairment), wheelchair/crutches/sling (physical impairment).Once the groups complete the activity, they will come back to create a minimum of 5 inclusive recreation strategies that they used or could have used to include children with disabilities into this activity. 



Inclusive Arts & Craft 
Recreation

Zot Artz Wheelchair Painting Miami-Dade, Florida



Adaptations for Arts and Crafts!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use sponge paint or finger paint instead of brushesUse thicker pencils, crayons and markersWrap Play-Doh around brushes, pens, and pencilsClamp paper onto table to prevent slidingTear rather than cut paperDemonstrate activity first 



Group Activity
Arts and Crafts

Let’s Play !

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIVITY: (20 minutes) Break participants into groups of 6 to make a mosaic arts and craft activity. Participants need to cut/rip colored papers and glue into a mosaic craft.There will be one teacher and various “students with disabilities” present in the group: participants will be provided with noise cancelling headsets (deaf), blindfolds (blind), paper towel tube (speech impairment), gloves (fine motor impairment), wheelchair/crutches/sling (physical impairment).Once the groups complete the activity, they will come back to create a minimum of 5 inclusive recreation strategies that they used or could have used to include children with disabilities into this activity.



What are some benefits of Inclusive 
Recreation?

• Helps develop friendships
• Creates social interaction 

opportunities
• Helps increase self-

esteem
• Helps develop an 

understanding of 
appropriate play between 
peers

• Creates a mutual 
understanding of 
differences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In regards to picture explain to participants that NOT all disabilities are visible.Wrap Up!Strengthening of Friendships                     Improve Self Concept & Esteem                    Communication Skills Establish friendships regardless of abilities    Appraises own strengths & abilities                     Communicate with others Indicates preference of friends                    Demonstrates & develops confidence in abilities   Make choices & decisions Learn to mutually share during play             Expresses opinions                                            Follow instruction Invites friends to engage in fun activities      Learns to accept challenges                               Respond appropriately to questions Learn to respond to friends invitations          Embraces humor                                              Use alternate means of communication                                                                                                                                        Greeting othersInteractions & Social Skills                            Decision Making Skills Initiate & sustain social interactions                 Express preferences Learn &maintain socially acceptable behavior    Select activities from available options Accept assistance & feedback from others        Make choices during activity Learn to share & take turns with others            Recognize need to prioritize Learns to follow directions & procedures



Lets Review!

• Define Universal Design

• Identify the Benefits of Inclusive Recreation

• Make Accommodation for Children with Disabilities

• Develop and implement 5 inclusive recreational 
strategies



Think, Pair, Share

What adaptations and accommodations were 
the most helpful?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants to write down on a stickie note what adaptions were most helpful? (Either given or previously tried) Mention that they have 2 minutes to think and write.Encourage participants to share what they came up with.



Importance Inclusive Recreation?

ALL Children Participate



Together we can make it happen!
Visit www.advocacynetwork.org and register to receive the NetNews

e-newsletter or find additional information. Follow us @

Inclusion

The Advocacy 
Network on 
Disabilities

@advocacymiami

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inclusion works when everyone works together as a team and understands the value of inclusion for all students.  Please visit  our website  www.ccdh.org and register to receive the News in ACTion  e-newsletter and to find additional information. Thank you for joining us here at CCDH/ACT .



Evaluation & Learning 
Assessment
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